We theoretically investigate the classical analog of electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) and electromagnetically induced absorption (EIA) in a planar metamaterial at optical frequency, which originates from destructive and constructive interference between dark and radiative elements. The metamaterial consists of two coupled resonators with different geometries. An EIT-like transparent window with low absorption is observed and found to be strongly affected by resonant states of the resonators. The transition between the EIT and EIA is achieved by changing the split width and coupling distance. The absorption is enhanced up to 2.5 times compared with the dipolar case. The excitation of the dark mode is very important for EIT-and EIA-like responses of the proposed metamaterial. The EIT and EIA phenomena offer a potential method for manipulating electromagnetic response in metamaterial-based devices.
In the past decade, metamaterials have attracted considerable attention because of their various unique electromagnetic responses that are not usually found in natural materials [1] . Metamaterials can achieve the desired electromagnetic effects by appropriately designed structural elements of subwavelength sizes. Numerous functionalities and devices have been realized based on planar and three-dimensional metamaterials [1, 2] . Given their easy fabrication, planar metamaterials (also called metasurfaces) have been extensively investigated to realize negative dielectric permittivity [3] , asymmetric transmission [4−6] , focusing of electromagnetic waves [7] , optical activity, and circular dichroism [8, 9] . Metasurfaces with designed phase discontinuities have recently led to anomalous reflection and refraction phenomena [10, 11] and photonic spin Hall effect [12] . Considering the growing interest in terahertz science, the design and fabrication of metamaterials for manipulating terahertz wave propagation have also been extensively investigated [9,11,13−23] . Planar metamaterials have been demonstrated to reveal classical analogs of quantum phenomena, including electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT) [24−37] and Fano resonance [38−48] . The EIT phenomenon renders an initially opaque medium transparent over a narrow spectral range within an absorption line because of the destructive interferences between two different excitation pathways. The coupling effects of subwavelength resonators in metamaterials can be regarded as counterparts of state transitions in quantum systems. For instance, asymmetric coupling between two bright modes can excite a high-Q EIT-like mode formed by counterpropagating currents (i.e., a so-called trapped mode resonance that is associated with an asymmetric Fano-type line shape) [24] . The EIT phenomenon has many potential applications, such as in the production of slow light and enhancement of light-matter interaction.
Metamaterial analogs of electromagnetically induced absorption (EIA) have been reported in recent publications [49] [50] [51] [52] . The EIA phenomenon can be also understood in terms of destructive interference between the radiative and dark modes; hence, it refers to enhancing absorption. The EIA-like phenomena are produced by a retardation-induced phase shift in a bilayered metamaterial [49] or different phases of two resonators coupled to an external wave [50] . The transition between EIT and EIA can be easily obtained by controlling the damping of the radiative (R) and dark (D) resonators or the coupling mechanism in metamaterials [51] . In the microwave range, metamaterials with a branch with side-coupled SRRs are utilized to describe the absorption, EIT, and EIA in two-, three-and four-level atomic systems [52] . However, the classical analog of the EIA effect in single-layer photonic metamaterials remains unclear. The photonic metamaterial analog of the EIA effect has great potential for nonlinear, switching, and sensing applications, especially for harvesting solar light. Therefore, the realization of the EIA phenomenon in a single-layered photonic metamaterial is highly desirable because it can be easily fabricated.
In this letter, we investigate classical analogs of the EIT and EIA phenomena in a single-layer planar metamaterial consisting of an array of two coupled resonators at optical frequency range. The coupling of a radiative (low-Q) mode and a dark (high-Q) mode leads to an EIT-like transmission with a Fano-type asymmetric line shape because of destructive interference in the far-field. Detuning is easily controlled by adjusting the width of the split in one resonator. The formation of the EIT and EIA effects strongly depends on the interaction between two resonators with different sizes. In addition to observing enhanced transmission in the EIT case, the near-field coupling of the bright mode to the dark mode results in a narrow peak with enhanced absorbance on top of the broad dipolar absorbance feature. The EIT and EIA effects offer an opportunity to design photonic metamaterials and tailor optical properties in plasmonic nanostructures.
The single-layer metamaterial with a broken structural symmetry exhibits a trapped-mode resonance when the electric field of the incident wave is perpendicular to the mirror line of the asymmetrically split rings. Such sharp resonance can be regarded as a Fano resonance with an asymmetric line shape that can be described by a Fanotype model [28] . This electromagnetic mode is weakly coupled to free space. Hence, most electromagnetic energy is trapped near the meta-surface. The electromagnetic response of the metamaterial is well-tailored to achieve classical analogs of the EIT and EIA phenomena. The schematic of our metamaterial is presented in Fig. 1 . A front view and a stereogram of a unit cell of a metamaterial are shown in Figs. 1(a) and (b), respectively. The unit cell is composed of two gold split ring resonators (SRRs) with different sizes, and the splits of the two rings are placed face to face. The unit cell is arranged in a periodic array with a period of 300 nm in both the x and y directions. The detailed structural parameters are shown in Fig. 1 . The geometrical parameters of the asymmetrical split rings are denoted by
, and t. In the simulations, l 1 , l 2 , l 3 , l 4 , w 1 , and w 2 are assumed to be 130, 85, 80, 80, 18, and 20 nm, respectively. Parameters g 1 and g 2 denote the corresponding split widths of the two resonators. Parameter d represents the distance between two elements that is used to control the coupling strength. Parameters g 1 , g 2 , and d are variable in the following discussion. The metallic asymmetrical split rings have a thickness of t=20 nm embedded in the air in the calculations, given that the influence of the dielectric substrate is negligible [25, 53] . The large and small asymmetrical split ring resonators serve as dark and radiative oscillators, marked by "D" and "R" in Fig. 1(b) . The system can be understood by a simple two-oscillator EIT model [51] .
..
The radiative resonators p(t) and dark resonators q(t) are described by resonance frequency ω r , ω d , and damping factor γ r , γ d . The R resonator can be driven by an external field f (t). κ describes the coupling strength between the R and D resonators. The permittivity of gold ε m is described by the Drude model [28] , in which the plasma and collision frequencies are ω p = 1.374 × 10 16 rad/s and υ c = 4.08 × 10 13 Hz, respectively. The electromagnetic responses of the planar metamaterial are numerically investigated through a commercial finiteintegration package, CST Microwave Studio. To mimic an infinite array, we use the periodic boundary condition along the x and y axes.
The simulated results of planar metamaterials are completed at normal incidence in the 400 to 600 THz frequency range, where the electric field is directed along the y axis (Fig. 1) . The dependence of transmission, reflection, and absorption spectra of the metamaterial on the split width g 2 of the R resonator is shown in Fig. 2 . In the calculations, d=40 nm, g 1 =85 nm, and other parameters are kept unchanged. When g 2 =4 nm in Fig. 2(a) , a transmission peak B forms between the two transmission minima A and C, corresponding to a reflection dip. This resonance with an asymmetric line shape can be regarded as a classical analog of EIT, because this transmission peak occurs in between two absorption peaks and matches the absorption dip shown in Fig. 2(d) . The quality factor of the resonance is approximately 19.5, which is calculated from the transmission spectra. Considering that the resonance feature has an asymmetric line shape, we choose the highest peak and the lowest dip on the resonance curve as two extreme points and note the full-width (∆f ) at half maximum-bandwidth [44] to obtain the value Q = f 0 /∆f . The absorption can be calculated as A= 1-T -R. When g 2 =2 nm in Fig. 2(b) , the higher Q factor of 43 is observed because of the small absorption in Fig. 2(e) , although the resonance feature is extremely weak. When g 2 =0 nm (i.e., the R resonator becomes a closed ring), the EIT-like pass band with Q=26.7 in Fig. 2 (c) appears to be considerably similar to that in Fig. 2(a) . However, the line shape inversion is clearly seen from two exchanged transmission minima, indicating that the detuning is changed from negative to positive. Firstly, the resonant frequency ω r of the R resonator is larger than that of the D resonator. The resonance frequency ω r of the R resonator reveals a redshift, and the D resonator remains nearly unchanged when the split width g 2 is decreased. When ω r approaches the resonance frequency ω d of the D resonator, the absorption dip in Fig. 2(e) almost disappears, and the absorption changes into an unusual spectrum with a narrow peak at the resonance frequency ω r = ω d . Afterward, the EIT-like transmission peak E reappears in the case of ω r < ω d , where the R resonator bears no split.
The coupling mechanism in metamaterials has been well examined [54−61] . The metamaterial analog of the EIT phenomenon can be explained as a destructive coupling between so-called "radiative"and "dark"modes that are required to have a significant difference in the quality factors (or line width) and a sufficiently small frequency detuning. The interaction between two distinctive resonances leads to hybridization, thereby causing the EITlike transmission peak. The simulated transmission spectra of the small SRR with a split of g 2 =4 nm, the large SRR, and the closed-ring resonator (CRR) are shown in Fig. 3(a) . The corresponding resonant frequencies are approximately 558, 531, and 498.6 THz. Evidently, the three resonant modes have different Q factors of 21, 42.1, and 16.5. The large SRR has a narrow line width with a higher Q-factor, whereas the small SRR shows a broad line width with a lower Q-factor regardless of a split. Therefore, the large and small resonators can be understood as the dark and radiative oscillators, respectively. When two resonators interplay with each other, resonance hybridization occurs. To further understand the coupling mechanism between two elements to achieve EIT in the planar metamaterial, we study the current density distributions of the metamaterials. The current density distributions at the resonances of two cases in Figs. 2(a) and (c) are illustrated in Figs. 3(b) and (c) , respectively. The two transmission minima A and C are individually dominated by the large SRR (the D resonator) and small SRR (the R resonator) (Fig. 3(b) ). At resonance A, only the large SRR is excited. Two nodes exist around the right-angle corners for the excited current oscillating along the SRR, and the induced current seems to comprise two antiparallel current pairs. Consequently, the scattering field from the middle current cancels the scattering field from the other two currents. This quadrupole-like electromagnetic response resembles a trapped-mode resonance that couples weakly to free space [24] . The high-Q resonance results from excitation of antiparallel current modes. Therefore, the large SRR can be termed as a D resonator. However, at resonance C, only the small SRR is excited, while the large SRR is barely excited. Although the small SRR has a sufficiently narrow split, two parallel currents with almost equal amplitudes oscillate along the two vertical branches, with nodes at the top and bottom arms. Such symmetric current mode forms a dipole radiation with a broad line width. Thus, the small SRR can be regarded as an R resonator. Interference between the D and R resonators can lead to an EIT-like phenomenon. Importantly, the antiparallel y-oriented currents in the R and D resonators can suppress scattered fields and make the metamaterial weakly couple to free space. The EIT-like narrow transmission resonance B originates from hybridization of resonances A and C because of near-field interaction between two simultaneously excited resonators.
In the other case of the metamaterial with CRRs and SRRs, the induced current distributions at the transmission peak E and two transmission minima D and F are shown in Fig. 3(c) . The large SRR with a quadrupolelike current distribution still acts as a D resonator, and the CRR with a symmetric current configuration is radiative. Similar to the above discussion, the destructive interference between the SRR and CRR resonators leads to the EIT-like pass band. The presence of the split is clearly observed to strongly affect the resonant frequency ω r of the R resonator and change the sign of the detuning, although the symmetric current distribution basically remains unchanged. The field distributions of Ey and Hz are presented in Fig. 3(d) to demonstrate the resonant nature of the R resonators. The field maps of Hz at both resonances C and D are similar, with symmetric current modes. However, the electric response Ey at resonance C is considerably stronger than that at resonance D because of charge accumulation across the small gap. More energy is necessary to maintain this violent Ey resonance. Hence, the SRR with a split has a considerably higher resonant frequency than that of the CRR. The geometrical parameters can be used to determine the resonant frequency of the SRR. Along with this, the change of one resonance will modulate interference effects between the D and R resonators. Subsequently, both transmission and absorption spectra are strongly affected. In Fig. 2(e) , the absorption spectrum almost becomes a single peak that is distinctively different from the EIT effect.
The EIT phenomenon in a metamaterial renders it transparent over a narrow spectral range within an absorption band, corresponding to an absorption minimum. The EIT phenomenon can generally be achieved by coupling between a radiative and a dark mode because of destructive interference. The EIA phenomenon refers to enhanced absorption resulting from constructive interference between two radiative and dark modes. The split width and the coupling distance of two resonators can be controlled to achieve a transition from the EIT to EIA effect. Considering the practical availability of the proposed metamaterial, focus will be given to the CRR-SRR metamaterial without the extremely small split, g 2 =0 nm. Firstly, we study role of the D resonator (i.e., the large SRR) in the EIA phenomenon. The effects of the split width g 1 of the D resonator in the metamaterial are mainly investigated. We can only tune the resonant frequency ω d and damping factor γ d by changing g 1 , while the R resonator is kept unchanged. The dependence of the transmission and absorption of the optical metamaterial on the split width g 1 is illustrated in Figs. 4(a) and (b), in which the distance d between the CRR and SRR remains unchanged, d=40 nm. When g 1 =55 nm, the EIT-like effect disappears, and the radiative and dark modes degenerate to share the same frequency at approximately 500 THz. The transmission spectrum only shows a broad transmission stop band with no splitting. Accordingly, a broad dipolar absorption spectrum is observed with a maximum of approximately 21%. When the split width g 1 is larger than 55 nm, the transmission stop band is split, and the metamaterial is characterized by two new modes corresponding to two transmission minima. The transmission peak arises from coupling of the radiative and dark modes. The transmission dip at the high frequency is a little deeper than the transmission dip at low frequency until g 1 is 65 nm. As the split width g 1 is increased, ω r and γ r of the radiative mode remain unchanged, while the damping factor γ d increases, and the resonant frequency ω d of the dark mode progressively blue-shifts. Therefore, the transmission pass band becomes more pronounced. More interestingly, the broad dipolar absorption is rapidly changed into a narrow peak. When g 1 = 70 nm, the absorption is markedly enhanced up to 50%, and the absorption enhancement factor is approximately 2.5 of the dipolar case. This phenomenon can be regarded as a metamaterial analog of the EIA phenomenon, in which the absorption is enhanced because of constructive interference. As g 1 is increased from 70 to 80 nm, the absorption peak with a maximum of 50% further blue-shifts, but an absorption dip gradually appears, indicating a transition from the EIA to EIT phenomenon. Under specific circumstances, increasing loss of the dark mode leads to enhanced transmission and absorption instead of suppressed absorption because of destructive interference. Based on appropriate design of resonators in single-layer metamaterials, classical analogs of both EIT and EIA phenomena can be achieved to enhance the light-matter interaction and optical nonlinearity.
In addition to the intrinsic properties of the R and D resonators, the coupling strength κ is also a crucial factor for determining the electromagnetic response of a metamaterial. Considering that the distance between two resonators is proportional to the strength of the coupling mechanism, this distance can be used to estimate the coupling strength [51, 60, 61] . Next, Figs. 4(c) and (d) show the dependence of the transmission and absorption spectra on the coupling strength controlled by the distance d between the CRR and SRR resonators, in which the split width is always g 1 =65 nm and other parameters are kept unchanged. Strong coupling leads to a broad transmission pass band, while weak coupling leads to a narrow and sharp transmission pass band. With increasing distance d, the decreasing coupling strength results in a strong excitation of the dark mode, thus more energy dissipates in the dark resonator. The enhanced absorption can be obtained near the resonant frequency ω d of the dark mode. When d=30 nm, only a transmission dip and a low absorption peak of approximately 25% can be seen in Figs. 4(c) and (d), respectively. As distance d increases, the transparency peak appears with the increasing peak transmission, and the highand low-frequency resonant slightly blue-and red-shifts, respectively. More importantly, the EIA-like effect is achieved, and the peak absorption rapidly increases from 25% to 50% when the coupling strength becomes weaker. Contrary to the absorption spectra shown in Fig. 4(b) , the absorption peak slightly red-shifts. Therefore, the transmission and absorption spectra of the proposed metamaterial can be efficiently controlled by designing its metamolecule, which offers an effective way to manipulate resonant behavior in metamaterials.
In conclusion, we propose a single-layer planar metamaterial consisting of an array of two coupled R and D resonators. We have numerically demonstrated a classical analog of EIT and EIA in the metamaterial at optical frequencies. Given the occurrence of destructive interference in the far-field, the coupling of a radiative mode and a dark mode leads to a high-Q EIT-like transmission pass band showing a Fano-type asymmetric line shape. The dark mode excitation is very important to achieve EIT and EIA phenomena. The induced field distributions are utilized to understand resonance hybridization between 
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two elements for achieving the EIT effect in the planar metamaterial. Frequency detuning is easily controlled by adjusting the width of the split in one resonator and strongly affecting the interaction between the dark and radiative modes. In addition to the enhanced transmission in the case of the EIT effect, the near-field coupling of the bright mode to the dark mode results in a narrow peak of enhanced absorbance up to 2.5 times on top of the broad dipolar absorption feature. In particular, the coupling strength in the currently proposed metamaterial can easily modulate properties of the EIA phenomenon. Increasing loss of the dark resonator and decreasing the coupling strength can result in the EIA-like effect in the metamaterial. The spectral feature of metamaterials can be easily engineered using well-designed metamolecules. Therefore, the proposed metamaterials serve as promising candidates for many applications, such as in optical filters, sensing, slow light, and in nonlinear optics.
